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1) So. Everyone. I had a bit of a realization on my end, and double checked and gathered
some facts to make sure I knew WTF I was talking about.

I think I know why the State Department is trying so goddamn hard to get rid of Trump.

2) First, this letter from the Trump OMB from I believe July asking for an accounting from the
State Department and US AID for 13 programs, including (under the foreign military aid
program, third from the bottom) the Ukraine military aid.
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3) IE, they're asking what specifically the cash was used for.

Iiiiinteresting Ĕ

ALLEGEDLY, it was the Ukraine aid that got them up in arms, but in reality, it was a LOT of
aid money that the Trump administration was looking for. That's 10s of billions of dollars
there.

4) Now, let's look at transcript of the July Zelensky call. whitehouse.gov/wp-content/upl…

I realized something interesting that MAYYYYY have been missed.

5) Z-Money: "I would kindly ask you if you have any additional information... it would be very
helpful for the investigation to make sure that we administer justice in our country with
regard to the Ambassador to the US from Ukraine as far as I recall her name was Ivanovich."
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6) This was a typo. Here's a list of ambassadors to the US from Ukraine.
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_a…

There was never anything CLOSE to an ivanovich.

7) But the US ambassador to Ukraine was... Yovanovitch.

....

So. Remember the OMB asking wtf happened to the money given to the state department
and US AID, including programs that went to Ukraine?

The Zelensky call happened July 25th. The OMB letter fell after that.

8) AND UKRAINE APPARENTLY IS INVESTIGATING YOVANOVITCH. 

Which EVERYONE MUST HAVE FUCKING MISSED.

Hmm... I wonder... what would Ukraine be investigating an American ambassador for...

Possibly trying to figure out wtf happened to the aid money Ukraine was supposed to
recieve?

9) And HOW WOULD THE UNITED STATES HELP IN SUCH AN INVESTIGATION?

Possibly by, idk, asking the State Department WHAT THE FUCK HAPPENED TO THE MONEY
UKRAINE WAS SUPPOSED TO RECEIVE?

10) Now, what if, and STICK WITH ME HERE....

State Department officials aren't just helping money get skimmed from Ukraine aid.

What if its being skimmed from aid money being sent worldwide.

THAT'S what the State Department is DESPERATELY trying to keep from being discovered.
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11) THAT'S why the State Department is suddenly up in arms about Trump.

He just fired a shot across the bow at their money.

IT WAS NEVER ABOUT THE UKRAINE AID.

IT WAS ABOUT ALL THE AID.

12) The United States is the world's biggest arms dealer.

The US State Department is the world's biggest money laundering machine.

All the aid being sent worldwide, skimmed, kickbacks being paid, payoffs sent to top political
families on both sides of the aisle.

13) Romney. McCain. Kerry. Biden. CLINTON.

One candidate was going to keep the gravy train flowing, one candidate was not. The one
who wasn't won.

14) The lobbyist cartels, and they are cartels, the Manaforts and Podestas of the US, they
are the back channel go-betweens to arrange aid money, the State Department is the
money laundering vehicle, Burisma and the Clinton Foundation and such are where the
political kickbacks go

15) Trump, Zelensky, they started pulling at the Ukraine string, trying to figure out what the
State Department money earmarked for Ukraine was really being spent on, and two
months later you have a 'whistleblower' screaming it was all about the military aid.

IT WAS ALL THE AID.

16) THAT'S why none of this testimony actually reveals anything criminal, THAT'S why no
one has a single fucking sentence from Trump mentioning the military aid, THAT'S why its all
these executive branch agencies staffed full of Dems up in arms.

IT WAS ALL THE GRAVY ON THE TRAIN
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17) THAT'S why the context Yovanovitch was mentioned in got memory holed so far, that's
what Schiff was trying so extra hard to control the questioning around her. She was the
quite literal bag-man, the one who delivered the aid money to the Ukrainian oligarchs
stealing it!
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18) Ukraine found out, Trump stripped her of her ambassador position and didn't give her
another, and now Ukraine's been investigating her, something NO MSM WILL TELL YOU.

But I will.

B/c at the Conservative Underground News of Twitter... shit... I had something for this... /e
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